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Libraries have long offered search options for users, most based on an online catalog or hierarchical static webpages.
As internet browser development evolved from Mosaic (1992) to Netscape (1994) to the present Internet Explorer (IE), Firefox, Opera and a variety of other interfaces, new options for enhancing search have emerged. Technological advances in the interoperability of web servers, online databases, and desktop publishing now offer the opportunity for users to configure personalized web interfaces that can target specific online resources for search and retrieval. Now library users can search library catalogs, full-text articles, news sources, video updates, get stock updates, and contact a librarian directly -all from a browser toolbar without opening a separate browser windows. These services add power and convenience to the user's searches.
Remote access to library services have been available for many years, first with direct dial modem banks, followed by authenticated virtual private network (VPN) connections, and now the promise of OpenID with authentication through Shibolleth. But the commercial world has moved faster than libraries to develop Google, Yahoo, Y ouTube, MySpace, and Facebook, where their interfaces allow users greater interaction with content and amongst users than traditional library websites. Library web pages increasingly are not the first place people search for information even though libraries spend significant amounts on databases, journal subscriptions, and media collections that are unique in the world. In his blog entries OCLC vice president and chief strategist Lorean Dempsey has described the library world ability to attract online searches as "a weak gravitational pull" compared with popular web services (http://orweblog.oclc.org/ archives/000615.htrnl). the toolbar next to the search box. Although each search option works different, all provide an easy search that saves the resulting URL in browser history.
Most browser customization is written to take advantage of unsecured publicly available search sources such as PubMed, Amazon, Google, library catalogs, and Library of Congress. But these same features are not robust enough to navigate secured e-journal database, commercial databases, and subscription-based online resources. Without a secure federated search schema browser customizations in Firefox, IE, Opera, Safari, and others will not be able to properly authenticate the variety of online resources managed by library organizations.
Access restrictions to licensed content in commercial databases are usually authenticated by limited access through Internet Protocol (IP), where the computer IP addressing specific to an organization can be limited to geographical locations, such as library buildings or university campuses. When an authorized user attempts to connect to an online resource the user's computer will prompt the service provider's computers to authenticate the connecting IP number. Once authenticated, a session ID is assigned to remember the session "state". This session URL state is only valid for the current search session so the customization feature of the browser cannot use subsequent sessions as an authentication scheme. Therefore, in the sense that each session is individually authenticated, the toolbar is unable to recognize and grand access· without using some other security option, such as secure proxy or VPN.
Online e-journal database vendors have been exploring the potential of OpenID that may allow passing content directly to users in a single URL Commercial journal vendors ProQuest and EBSCO have been experimenting with this authentication schema to be accessible through Google Toolbar, Firefox, and IE 7 browsers, although each offer methods to modify the search URL as needed so that many e-content databases can be searched from the browser toolbar. The OpenID protocol (http://openid.net/) allows for different search queries, such as by author, title, or keyword, to be created. URLs can 34 also be constructed to use federated search software like MuseGlobal (www.museglobal.com/) from the browser toolbars.
The potential for this search option is appealing but most libraries have various search URLs for different databases and customizing toolbars for each database is not a practical solution. The lack of a single federated search URL may be a growing problem as libraries strive to create a unified search option for users.
How secure are toolbars?
Security concerns remain about privacy associated with toolbars, especially with third-party developers adding toolbars to web browsers. Since the toolbar is attempting to make a search of databases the host library system in the back room of libraries, their service providers, and commercial vendors need to establish controls on exchange of personal information from the user and also limit history of user interoperability with the database. Online users have had concerns with commercial web sites, such as Google, tracking user activity for marketing information without informing users. Some resource developers, such as Conduit, add advertising content to search services to fund the otherwise "free" service, and many third-party software browser extensions include advertising links. Installing plug-ins to online browsers can make them vulnerable to Internet viruses and outside attack from spyware programs or malicious code. In response to these concerns Google and Conduit have contacted customers about what infonnation is added to and collected from toolbar searchers. Another software developer, Toolbar Studio (www.conduit.com/), has taken a different route and now offers software code that allows users to verify that no personal information is collected about the online use activities or attracting advertising content.
To maintain user security, the status of toolbars and plug-ins need to be monitored in the same way as browser updates and software patches. As URLs change and websites evolve toolbars need to be reworked and enhanced to track changes on the target website. As users download toolbars to their personal computers libraries must make provisions to update toolbar functions as the changes take place. This service expectation should not prevent libraries from exploring the benefits of toolbar applications but these services will require regular updating and attention to user service expectations.
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